We study optimal birth control of population systems of McKendrick type which is a distributed parameter system involving first order partial differential equations with nonlocal bilinear boundary control. New results on problems with free final time, phase constraints, and mini-max costs are presented.
In [l] we discussed optimal birth control of population systems of McKendrick type. The present article (which is a direct continuation of [ 11) presents further new results of current interests. These include problems with free final time, of which the minimum time problem is a special case (but relaxing many convexity assumptions). Systems with phase constraints are also studied. Finally, mini-max control for population regulation is characterized. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the terminology and notation of [ 11.
FREE FINAL TIME PROBLEM
Consider the free final time optimal control problem of the population control system subject to ap(r, t) + Mr, f) at ----= -p(r) p(r, t), ar O<r<r,, t>O, Ar, 0) = p0(rh Odrbr,, ~(0, t) = B(t) f* k(r) h(r) p(r, t) dr, t > 0, r, p(r, tl I= p'(r), t,>O,p(t)EMcR+,
where L is a function defined on L'(O, r,) x R + satisfying For any measurable function u(s) 2 0, define the time transformation
and let p(r, z) = p(r, t(z)),
then (p(r, T), /I(s)) satisfies ap(r, 4
O<zdl, P(r, 0) = PO(r), O<r<r,,
where
Conversely, if (p(r, z), p(z)) solves Eq. (4), define p(r, t) = p(r, t(t)),
z(t) = inf{z 1 t(z) = t} (6) then (p(r, t), /3(t)) satisfies Eq. (1) for t = t(r), u(T) >O, but for the monotone function t(r) = j; ( ) d us s, mes{t=t(T) 1 U(T)>0}=t,=j:,u(S)dS, so (p(r, t), P(t)) satisfies Eq. (1) for t E [0, t,] a.e. Based on the above arguments, we consider the optimal (fixed final time) problem Problem(Q): MinimizeJ(B,P)=S"S'"'L(p(v, t), /?(t))drdtsubject to Eq.(4). 0 0
If (p*, /I*, t,) solves Problem (P), then for any U*(T) > 0 satisfying j: u*(s) ds = t,, B*(T) defined similar to (3), (p*(r, T), P*(T), u*) solves Problem (Q). By this j(z), we put forward another problem as
O<r<r,,OQz<l, p(r, 0) = PO(r), O<rdr,,
and (p*, u*) solves Problem (L). Consider the solution of (7) 
If K, # @, then for any f0 E K,*, there exists a constant I, 3 0, such that fo( PY 0)
NoticethatSZ,=C(O,1;L2(O,r,))x~,,~,={u(z)~L"(O,1)(u(z)~O} is a closed convex subset of L"(0, 1 ), d, = C x fi, # 0, and so the feasible direction cone of Q, at (p*, u*) is
In order to determine the tangent direction cone of Q, at (p*, u*), we define the operator as G: X + X or , = U(T) B*(T) Jr2 k(r) h(r) p*(r, t) dr r,
By the Dubovitskii-Milyutin Theorem, there exist functionals f, E KT, i = 0, 1,2, not all identically zero such that fo+fi+fi1+fi2=o. (27) In particular for any (p, u) satisfying (25), f,,( p, u) = 0, and so f*(P, 0) = -fo(P, U)--f12(P, u)
Wp*(r, TIT P*(T)) u*(T) P(r 5) ap 3
where the solution of (25) is considered as that of the integral equation 
We call this situation the nondegenerate case, since here the linearized system must be controllable. This is because otherwise there exists a a(r) E L2(0, r,) such that j? a(r) p(r, 1) dr = 0, cc(r) # 0, and taking I, = 0, we have a contradiction to (36). Hence, no matter what happened, (33) and (35) are always valid. Define q(r, t) = q(r, I), i(r, t) = @(r, s(t)), q(t) = q(0, z(t)), then (34) can be written as jrm p*(r, 2) B(r, t) + P*(f) 1" k(r) h(r) p*(r, t) q(t) dr 
where t, is the minimum time. q(t) is the solution of adjoint equation (41).
The result is the same as that of [l] but there the convexity assumption on A4 is not assumed.
SYSTEM WITH PHASE CONSTRAINTS
In this part, we consider the optimal control problem of a population system with phase constraints Problem (Q): Minimize .@I, p) = 1' lrrn Q( p(r, t), P(t), t) dr dt (44) Then Problem (Q) is equivalent to finding (p*, B*)E Q, n Q2 n Q7 such that This is a minimum problem formed by the inequality constraints Q, , Q3 and the equality Sz,. We can use again the general theory of DubovitskiiMilyutin for the extremum problem. We had already investigated the corresponding cones of Q, and Q2 of the Dubovitskii-Milyutin Theorem. Now we need only to consider constraint Q3. Notice that Q3 can be written as
where F(p) = maxO < I < , l6 G( p(r, t), t) dr and assume . , Let (/?*, p*) solve Problem (Q), then we consider F(p*) =O, since otherwise, the feasible direction cone K, of Q3 at (p*, p*) is the whole space, i.e., K,=X. So Q3= ((p(r, t), P(t))EXl Qp)<F(p*)). thenK,={p(r,t)EX/ApEK}.SinceA(-Gb(p*(r,t),t))E~,soK:=A*K*; i.e., for any f~ K,*, there exists a measure dm(t), nonnegative and with support on S, such that f(p(r, t)) = joT Ap(r, t) dm(t) = js Ap(r, r) Wt) =-ss rm Gb(p*(r, t), t) p(r, t) dr dm(t). 
with the assumption that the decreasing direction cone of J at (p*, B*) is not empty and system (57) is controllable. Define the adjoint system adry t) + adr, t) f3r ~ = Ar) dr, t) -B*(t) k(r) h(r) q(t) at + i ~Q(P*> P*> t) + G,(p*(r t) t) dm(t) The mini-max control problem of a population control system can be stated as s r,, Problem (Y ): Minimize F(p) = max G(p(r, t), t) dr dt (67) o<r<tl 0 with respect to ( p(r, t), P(t)) E X and t, under the constraints ap(r, t) + %(r, t) -= at dr -pL(r) P(r t) 5 2
O<r<r,, t>O, p(r, 0) = p0(r), Odrdr,,
